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"'They're trying to marginalize us and put us in a box,' [Christine] O'Donnell
said to cheers.  'They're trying to say we're trying to take over this party or that
campaign.  They don't get it.  We're not trying to take over our country.  We are
our country.  We have always been in charge.'"

−−− September 17, 2010 quote from Delaware GOP Senate candidate Christine
O'Donnell on the liberal media attacks against her.  Apparently − to the media −
she's a bad person, while anyone who drove drunk and killed a girl or were shitty
actors on Saturday Night Live are O.K.
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10 Watt RF Power Amplifier for 2.4 GHz

Overview

With high−power 2.5 GHz Multichannel Multipoint Distribution Service (MMDS) systems being
removed from the air, their components are starting to show up a ham radio swapfests.  While the
high−gain omnidirectional antenna systems may be useful in certain WiFi applications, the most
sought after compoents will be the RF power amplifiers and their pre−driver chains.  I managed to
find several 10 watt pre−driver amplifiers for sale (only $20!) at the Chicago FM Club's Radio Expo
2010 in Belividere, Illinois.  These types of amplifiers don't include any type of input or output RF
switching, so they can't easily be used in bi−directional (WiFi) applications.  Don't worry,
though!  We're working on that one...

The units appear to be made by Comwave (the exact model is unknown) and they put out around
10 watts (+40 dBm) with a 100 milliwatt (+20 dBm) RF input at 2.4 GHz.  These amplifiers were
designed for the 2.5−2.7 GHz MMDS frequency range and will drop to around 4 watts output (+36
dBm) at 2.3 GHz.  They quickly roll−off below that.  Internally, the amplifier uses a Fujitsu FLL171
driving a Fujitsu FLL100 high−power GaAsFET.  The amplifier needs +15 VDC at around 2.7A and
a −15 VDC gate bias at 12 mA.  The amplifier even has an internal directional coupler with a diode
detector pick−off for a rudimentary RF power detector.  The higher the voltage output of the
detector, the higher the amplifier's RF output power.  5 watts of RF output gives a reading of around
+8.5 VDC.

For this project, we'll be using a Xentek switching power supply from Fair Radio Sales in Lima, Ohio
(Part Number SX200−81605).  This $12 power supply puts out +5 VDC at 20A, +15 VDC at 2.5A,
−15 VDC at 1.0A, and +24 VDC at 4.0A.  The power supply will need to be modified slightly, as
switching power supplies always need to see a load, so the unused +5 & +24 VDC outputs will have
resistors soldered across their outputs.

A simple negative voltage sequencer will also need to be constructed for this amplifier to ensure
that the −15 VDC gate bias voltage is applied before the +15 VDC drain voltage.  This sequencer
circuit will be very simple, and consists of just about any P−channel MOSFET, a 1N4743 13V Zener
diode, a 2N2222A transistor, and some 10 kohm resistors.

On the RF amplifer's output, we'll add a protective ferrite isolator (Teledyne T−2S63A−3, 2−4 GHz,
20 dB iso.) and a 20 dB directional coupler (Miteq CD−262−522−20S, 2.6−5.2 GHz), both of which
cover the 2.4 GHz range.  These two items are optional, but will make testing the amplifier much
easier.

Comwave Amplifier's RF Specifications

Frequency (GHz) Input Power (dBm) Output Power (dBm)
2.00                 +20.0                 +30.3
2.08                 +20.0                 +31.0
2.16                 +20.0                 +34.1
2.24                 +20.0                 +35.2
2.32                 +20.0                 +35.3
2.40                 +20.0                 +39.1
2.48                 +20.0                 +39.5
2.56                 +20.0                 +40.6
2.64                 +20.0                 +39.0
2.72                 +20.0                 +35.6
2.80                 +20.0                 +28.0
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Pictures & Construction Notes

Internal view of the Xentek switching power supply, Fair Radio part number SX200−81605.

The low−voltage outputs are via the terminals on the left.

The 120 VAC mains input is via the terminals on the lower−right.
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Closeup view of the Xentek's power supply's output terminals.

Terminal 1 is an isolated ground for the +24 VDC output.

Terminal 2 is the +24 VDC output.

Terminal 3 is the −15 VDC output.

Terminal 4 is the ground for the +/− 15 VDC outputs.

Terminal 5 is the +15 VDC output.

Terminal 6 is the isolated ground for the +5 VDC output.

Terminal 7 is the +5 VDC output.

Terminals 1 & 4 should be tied together for a common ground in this application.

The +5 VDC output will not be used.
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Overview of the 120 VAC input terminals.

Terminal 8 is Earth ground.

Terminal 9 is 120 VAC neutral.

Terminal 10 is 120 VAC live.

The 5A fuse was jumpered over, as a panel−mount fuse holder will be added to make replacement
easier.
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1k ohm / 3 watt load resistor across the +24 VDC output.

Switching power supplies (usually) need to see a small load in order to operate properly.  Adding a
simple resistor across the output is an easy solution to this problem.

This resistor was added to the bottom of the terminal board to keep it out of the way.
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5 ohm / 55 watt load resistor across the +5 VDC output.

This resistor is overkill, but its body made it easy to mount to the side of the power supply's case.
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Project case overview and behind the front−panel.

The 120 VAC input filter, 5A fuse holder, and power switch are installed.

There is a green LED for a "power on" indicator.

The banana jacks are for an external +24 VDC output.  This is optional, but could be useful for
powering other projects.
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Mounting the switching power supply inside the project case.

Two L−brackets are attached using the #8 threaded mounts on the power supply's case.

The various outputs from the power supply were brought out to a solder terminal strip for easy
access.

The red/black wires are for the panel−mounted banana jacks which provide an optional +24 VDC
output.
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An optional ferrite isolator and a 20 dB directional coupler are added to RF output of the amplifier.

The ferrite isolator will protect the amplifier in case of a SWR mismatch and the directional coupler
is for sampling the output RF power or for driving the local oscillator port on an external mixer.
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Mounting the ferrite isolator and directional coupler.

Because ferrite isolators can not be mounted near anything magnetic, the isolator and directional
coupler are mounted to a small piece of aluminium bar stock, which is then attached to the side of
the case using threaded aluminium stand−offs.

The final RF output from the directional coupler goes to a panel−mount N connector (bottom).

The 20 dB tap (yellow coax) from the directional coupler goes to a panel−mount TNC connector
(top).

The RF input to the amplifier will also be via a panel−mount TNC connector (middle).
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Internal view of the Comwave 10 watt MMDS amplifier.

The RF input is on the right−side, RF output is on the left−side.

+/− 15 VDC power, ground, and the detector output are via the feed−through capacitors on the
upper−right.
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Closeup view of the negative voltage sequencer circuit board and the amplifier's DC power
connections.

Terminal A is a common ground.

Terminal B is +15 VDC at around 2.7 amps.

Terminal C is −15 VDC at around 12 mA and must be applied first.

Terminal D is the output of the diode detector.
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Completed amplifier case overview.

RF input to the amplifier is shown in the lower−center.
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Completed amplifier case overview, alternate view.

RF output from the amplifier is shown the lower−right.

The orange wire is the output from the diode detector and goes to an open crimp terminal for
testing.
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Completed amplifier front−panel overview.

120 VAC mains input on the right.

10 watt RF output is via the bottom N connector.

100 mW (+20 dBm) RF input is via the middle TNC connector.

−20 dB tap of the RF output signal is via the top TNC connector.

The optional +24 VDC / 4A output is via the banana jacks.
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Negative Voltage Sequencer Schematic
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Comwave 10 Watt MMDS Amplifier Schematic

Partial schematic, but is fairly complete.

RF input is on the left (J1), into a Fujitsu FLL171 which drives a Fujitsu FLL100.

The diode and 51 ohm resistor on the output directional coupler should be reversed.
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Nortel DMS−100 Enhanced 911 Public Safety Answering Point (E911PSAP)

Table Name

Enhanced 911 Public Safety Answering Point

Functional Description of Table E911PSAP

Table E911PSAP associates a Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) name with a local Directory
number (DN) or an Emergency Directory Number Route (EDNR).  EDNRs are used for call transfers
or routes to emergency agencies that are not E911 line or Line Appearance on a Digital Trunk
(LDT) PSAPs, or are not served directly by the E911 tandem switch.

In order to selectively route or transfer an E911 call to an EDNR, the agency name and number to
be dialed for the agency must be datafilled in table E911PSAP.  The PSAP name assigned to the
EDNR must then be datafilled in table E911ESN.  An EDNR can be datafilled as a primary or
secondary PSAP.

Entries in table E911PSAP are datafilled automatically by table HUNTGRP (Hunt Group) when
either the LDTPSAP or LINEPSAP option is assigned to a hunt group through the SERVORD system
to create a PSAP.

The field EDNR (Y or N) appears in table E911PSAP to distinguish EDNR entries that are datafilled
directly in table E911PSAP from PSAPDN entries that are datafilled automatically through
SERVORD.  EDNR tuples are entered using the table editor.

This table contains a default tuple, NONE $, that is always present and is used in table E911ESN if
no secondary PSAP exists.  The $ (dollar sign) entry indicates that there is no DN associated with
this PSAP.  An entry in this table can be deleted only if the name of the PSAP to be deleted is not
referenced by table E911ESN.

Emergency Directory Number Routes

Every PSAP, primary or secondary, that terminates on an E911 tandem must be datafilled in table
E911PSAP.  An entry in this table must contain the exact digits necessary for a PSAP to "dial" to
transfer a caller to the proper destination.  This is especially important for E911 tandems that serve
more than one Numbering Plan Area (NPA).  It may be necessary for a PSAP in one NPA to
transfer a caller to a PSAP in another NPA.

An EDNR must be added to table E911PSAP to handle the above situation.  PSAP DNs can be
stored as seven or ten digits.  The tuple required for this may include a digit string such as 1 +
7−digit DN or 1 + 10−digit DN of the destination PSAP.  A similar situation may occur if
PSAPs are datafilled as part of an IBN group that requires an access code (that is, a "9") to be
dialed before transferring a call outside the IBN group.

When one of these options (LINEPSAP, LDTPSAP, ACDPSAP, or PRIPSAP) is assigned or
modified, a prompt for a "Y" (yes) or "N" (no) to a field named NATLXLA appears.  When the value
of NATLXLA is "Y", PSAPDN in this table is ten−digit.  When the value is "N", PSAPDN in this table
is seven−digit.  If your office does not support the appropriate seven− or ten−digit translations, the
change of value of NATLXLA field when modifying an existing PSAP can cause problems in
completing 911 calls to that PSAP.
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An EDNR can be any valid DN within a DMS switch.  For example, it could be a 1FR, a MADN, or
an ISDN line.  An EDNR can also be a special translations DN that points to some type of office
route or trunk group.

Table DNROUTE (Directory Number Route) is used in conjunction with EDNRs when it is necessary
to use a PSAP to route an E911 call out of the office (tandem−to−tandem routing).  A DN may be
datafilled in this table that points to a tuple in a routing table that will take the 911 call out of the
office to either another E911 tandem or an agency that resides outside of the first E911 tandem.

Datafill Sequence

The following tables must be datafilled before table E911PSAP:

HUNTGRP (Hunt Group)• 
DNROUTE (Directory Number Route)• 

Table E911ESN must be datafilled after table E911PSAP.  Table size is 0 to 7,000 tuples and there
can be a maximum of seven PSAPs serving an Emergency Service Zone (ESZ).  An E911 tandem
can serve a maximum of 15,999 ESZs.

Datafill

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Table E911PSAP Field Descriptions

Field       Subfield       Entry                       Explanation and Action
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
PSAPNAME                   Alphanumeric (1 to 16       Public Safety Answering Point Name
                           characters)                 Enter the name of the Public Safety 
                                                       Answering Point (PSAP) offering services.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
PSAPDN                     Numeric (18 digits)         Public Safety Answering Point DN

                                                       Enter the Directory Number (DN) of a line
                                                       PSAP, Line Appearance on a Digital Trunk 
                                                       (LDT) PSAP, or Emergency Directory Number
                                                       Route (EDNR).  The default is "$".

                                                       When one of these options (LINEPSAP, 
                                                       LDTPSAP, ACDPSAP, PRIPSAP) is assigned or
                                                       modified, a prompt for a "Y" (yes) or
                                                       "N" (no) to a field named NATLXLA appears.
                                                       When the value of NATLXLA is "Y", this 
                                                       field is 10−digit.  When the value is 
                                                       "N", this field is 7−digit.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
EDNR                       Y, N                        Emergency Directory Number Route
                                                       Enter "Y" (yes) if an EDNR is used. If 
                                                       table E911PSAP is datafilled through 
                                                       table HUNTGRP, this field automatically
                                                       is set to "N".  If set to "N", tuples 
                                                       cannot be changed or deleted.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−
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Datafill Example

The following example MAP display shows sample datafill for table E911PSAP.

PSAPNAME     PSAPDN        EDNR
_______________________________
NONE         $             N
CARYPOLICE   4691235       N
NRESCUE      19195585219   Y
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Bonus

Miserable Failure
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End of Issue #78

Any Questions?

Editorial and Rants

Holy shit!  Look at this C−SPAN webpage!  That Marxist/Communist/socialist/liberal/Jew/faggot
'One Nation' rally on October 2, 2010 sure brought in alot of people!  But wait a second!  That view
sure looks familiar...

That's because it was taken at Glenn Beck's 'Restoring Honor' rally on August 28, 2010!
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Views from the 'One Nation' Rally

How's that "hope" and "change" stuff working out!  LOL!

Maria Isabel with "Houston Votes" and the "Houston Obama Leadership Team" was just caught
registering 20,000+ fake names during the 2008 election.  Don't worry, I'm sure this Maria Isabel
has NO connections to Obama and Eric Corley will be covering this story in the next issue of $2600!

(www.foxnews.com/politics/2010/09/23/voter−fraud−houston−tea−party−truethevote−texas/)
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Yep!  That's Maria Isabel!

This is what Jews think of your history, White man!

Revolutionary War Town in Revolt Over Synagogue

September 11, 2010 − From: latimes.com

By Rinker Buch

The scenic village green of Litchfield has long symbolized the charms of Connecticut small−town
life.  Settled in 1721, it hosts tourists drawn by its Revolutionary War history: Litchfield served as a
"safe town" for Continental forces seeking refuge while the British occupied New York City.  But this
fall, the celebrated tourist town of about 8,500 will receive publicity for quite a different reason:
charges of religious discrimination.

This summer, a federal judge ruled that sufficient evidence of "discrimination against Jewish
people" may exist, warranting a trial over the Borough of Litchfield's denial of a Hasidic
group's application to build a synagogue on the west end of Litchfield Green. The ruling
virtually guarantees a trial this fall on a controversy that has deeply divided the town.

In December 2007, the borough's historic district commission, after contentious hearings, denied an
application by Chabad Lubavitch of Litchfield County to extensively renovate a historic house just
below the green.  The group's plans included a synagogue, living space for Rabbi Joseph
Eisenbach and his large family and a swimming pool for the Chabad group's popular summer camp.

Among other objections, the commission cited plans to replace a single front door with double doors
and said that the addition would dwarf the existing historic home and others in the
neighborhood.  But it was the tone of the commission meetings that now forms the core of Chabad's
federal suit.

At one meeting, commission Chairwoman Wendy Kuhne objected to Chabad's proposed use of a
Star of David on the synagogue by stating that it "may not comply with the [historic] district."  In the
uproar that followed, Kuhne was depicted on a local website wearing a Nazi uniform, and she
recused herself from the vote on the synagogue.  Another commission member, according to
Chabad's complaint, said of the group's plans to use facing stone from Israel, "Stone from Israel?
We'll have to get the whole town out for this one."
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Another commissioner said that Chabad's plans would "turn Litchfield into a factory town."  A lawyer
representing historic−district homeowners suggested Chabad's plans should be "reviewed as if it
were a strip joint."

Chabad's federal suit contends that, under the U.S. and Connecticut constitutions and federal law,
the borough violated Chabad's religious freedom and denied it the right to expand its building to the
same size as Christian churches in the historic district.  U.S. District Judge Janet C. Hall wrote in
her July ruling on pretrial motions, "Several statements were made in what appear to be meetings of
the [historic district commission] that may contain evidence of discrimination directed against Jewish
people in general and the Chabad in particular."

In their replies in federal court, the commission and its attorney, James Stedronsky, argue that the
panel simply was applying the standards that any project in the historic district must
observe.  Historic district commission members did not return calls requesting interviews.  But in
depositions, the commission cited evidence supporting its claim that Eisenbach has few local
followers, that his Sabbath services are poorly attended and that his plans for a personal residence
and a swimming pool are too grandiose for the site.

"This case is not about the construction of a synagogue," Stedronsky said recently.  "It's about the
construction of a personal palace for Rabbi Eisenbach, complete with a 4,500−square−foot
apartment and an indoor swimming pool big enough to serve a summer camp."  The tensions
between commission members and the rabbi do not appear to have diminished with time.

In April, when Kuhne appeared for her deposition in Litchfield, she left the room when Eisenbach
arrived, stating, according to Chabad's complaint, "I will not be in the same room with that
man."  Kuhne was deposed on another day, and then only after Eisenbach agreed to sit in a corner
of the room.

Litchfield has seen plenty of municipal spats in its history.  That's inescapable for a place 289 years
old.  But it's also known plenty of peace.  As the town's website notes, the Rev. Dan Huntington, a
Congregational minister in the town from 1798 to 1809, wrote upon his arrival here:

"A delightful village on a fruitful hill, richly endowed with schools both professional and scientific,
with its venerable governors and judges, with its learned lawyers, and senators both in the national
and state departments and with a population both enlightened and respectable, Litchfield was now
in its glory."

"Bleech...  Holocau$t!  Us poor kikes!  Discrimination!  We're eternal victims!"
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Funny...  The AP has no problems running faked or staged photos, but burn a Quran
and they go crazy!

Remember − there is NO liberal bias in the media!  LOL!

AP Will Not Distribute 'Images or Audio' of Burning Qurans

September 10, 2010 − From: thehill.com

By Elise Viebeck

The Associated Press said Thursday it will not distribute images or audio of the Quran−burning
demonstration planned for Saturday evening by a Gainesville, Fla., church.  "Should the event
happen on Saturday, the AP will not distribute images or audio that specifically show Qurans being
burned, and will not provide detailed text descriptions of the burning," deputy managing editor
Thomas Kent wrote in a memo to AP staff.  "With the exception of these specific images and
descriptions, we expect to cover the Gainesville event, in all media, placing the actions of this group
of about 50 people in a clear and balanced context."

The announcement came amid a larger effort by the AP to standardize its coverage of the issue,
which has drawn national media attention and opposition from President Obama and other
leaders.  The memo noted that the wire service will run "ONE main spot story" on the event and its
run−up per day, and emphasized that "at the moment [the issue] is a proposal by a tiny group that
may or may not happen."  Kent, who is responsible for the AP's editorial standards, explained that
the decision not to release images or audio is consistent with the wire's approach to covering other
difficult or offensive situations.

"AP policy is not to provide coverage of events that are gratuitously manufactured to provoke and
offend," Kent wrote.  "In the past, AP has declined to provide images of cartoons mocking Islam and
Jews.  AP has often declined to provide images, audio or detailed descriptions of particularly bloody
or grisly scenes, such as the sounds and moments of beheadings and shootings, displays of
severed heads on pikes and images of hostages who are displayed by hostage−holders in an effort
to intimidate their adversaries and advance their cause.  Decisions are made on a case−by−case
basis."
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From: casting.backstage.com

Casting call for "extras" in Obongo's staged and scripted MTV town hall meeting.  Yeah, nothing
funny going on here...  I'm sure they are only screening for the most difficult questions to
ask!  LOL!  Change!

Check out this little gem from that kike Sumner Redstone's (Rothstein) Viacom network:

"Whether you lean left or right, hail from a blue state or red, prefer keeping sanity, fear, or a healthy
dose of both alive and well, the one thing we all have in common is that we've pledged allegiance to
the MTV Networks flag.  And when an opportunity arises to support one (or two) of our own. we'll
take it pretty much every time.

You may have heard that Comedy Central's Jon Stewart and Stephen Colbert are hosting a little get
together on the National Mall in Washington, DC on Saturday, October 30th.  ...  This will be a day
when − no matter what transpires from Jon, Stephen, and their special guests − our brothers and
sisters at Comedy Central will own the cultural conversation, without question.  Who would want to
miss that one?

On the morning of October 30th, we're loading up a fleet of buses here at 1515 Broadway and
sending as many of you as we can down to DC for a free one−day, round−trip journey to join in the
Rally to Restore Sanity and March to Keep Fear Alive.  It's about a 5−1/2 hour trip down 95 to our
nation's capital."
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